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Abstract
An interplay of perturbative and nonperturbative effects in pomeron, odderon and
reggeons dynamics is discussed. It is pointed out that experimental data on pion charge
exchange reaction at high energies indicate to a dominance of the nonperturbative
string-like dynamics up to rather large momentum transfer. Role of shadowing effects
related to triple - pomeron interactions is investigated.
1 Perturbative versus nonperturbative dynamics for
pomeron, odderon and reggeons
Interactions of hadrons at high energies and of virtual photons at small Bjorken–x are usually
described in terms of reggeon exchanges. For total cross sections and diffractive processes the
pomeron exchange plays the dominant role. It has the vacuum quantum numbers: signature
σ = +, parity P = + and C–parity=+. In QCD the pomeron is usually related to gluonic
exchanges in the t–channel. In this talk I shall discuss the dynamical origin of the pomeron
in QCD and a relative role of perturbative and nonperturbative effects.
Perturbative QCD in the leading logarithmic approximation leads to the pomeron sin-
gularity with an intercept above unity, which corresponds to summation of a ladder-type
diagrams with exchanges of reggeized gluons [1] – BFKL pomeron. An increase with energy
of total cross sections is determined by the value of ∆ ≡ αP (0)−1: σ
tot
∼ s∆. In the leading
approximation the BFKL pomeron has ∆ = 12ln2
pi
αs ≈ 0.5, which corresponds to a very fast
increase of total cross sections and parton densities with energy (1/x). In this approximation
the pomeron corresponds to a cut in j-plane. In the next to leading approximation there is
a sequence of poles in j-plane concentrated at point j=1 and the value of ∆ substantially
decreases to the values ∆ = 0.15÷ 0.25 [2]. The rightmost in j-plane pole strongly depends
on nonperturbative region of small momentum transfer [3]. Thus, even in the perturbative
approach it is important to have a nonperturbative input in order to describe asymptotic
behavior of scattering amplitudes.
The role of nonperturbative effects in pomeron dynamics and a connection of the pomeron
with spectrum of glueballs were studied in refs. [4], using the method of vacuum correlators
[5]. This method, based on general properties of correlators in QCD leads to a successful
description of the spectrum of resonances for usual Regge-trajectories and leads to the spec-
trum of glueballs in a good agreement with lattice calculations [4]. It was shown [4] that
confinement effects and mixing of gluonic and qq–Regge-trajectories are important for the
pomeron dynamics. Note, that the intercept of the pomeron in this approach can be close to
the one predicted in the perturbative QCD. The arising picture of the vacuum trajectories
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dominated by nonperturbative effects at large t > 0 and by perturbative dynamics at large
negative t, strongly curved in the region t ∼ 0 is similar to one obtained from gauge/string
duality [6]. Thus the pomeron has a rich dynamics in QCD: both perturbative and non-
perturbative effects and mixing with light quarks are important in the region of not large
t.
In perturbative QCD approach there is a singularity in j-plane close to unity with quan-
tum numbers: σ = −, parity P = − and C − −parity = −, [7] –”odderon”. It is due to
exchanges in the t–channel by 3 gluons. In the nonperturbative approach, discussed above,
situation is quite different. There are states made of three gluons, but their masses are rather
large (more than 3 GeV) for the lowest states and extrapolations of their Regge trajectories
to t = 0 lead to negative intercepts [4]. Mixing with q − q¯ states in the small–t region in
this case is not essential. Thus in this approach there is no odderon, which can influence
asymptotic behavior of scattering amplitudes. Same conclusion has been obtain in ref. [8]
from lattice calculations. Thus an experimental search for the ”odderon” singularity is very
important as it allows to separate between perturbative and nonperturbative mechanisms
in QCD at high energies. H1 collaboration has looked for odderon exchange in reactions
γp → π0N(N∗), γp → π0π0N(N∗), which are due to exchanges with C = − in the t–
channel and has not found such events. The limits on cross sections of these reactions are
much lower than predictions of ref. [10]. It is not excluded, however, that couplings of the
odderon to hadrons are smaller than in the model of ref. [10].
An important information on dynamical properties of reggeons can be obtained from a
study of q − q¯ Regge–trajectories with isospin I=1. In perturbative QCD such singularities
have α > 0 and tend to zero for t → −∞ [11]. On the other hand the nonperturbative
string–like dynamics leads to linear Regge trajectories.
The leading ρ, A2 - trajectories are well determined experimentally at t > 0 from the
spectrum of resonances and at t < 0 from analysis of the reactions π−p→ π0N(X), π−p→
η0N(X).
The ρ–trajectory, extracted from the data on the reaction π−p → π0N , is shown in
Fig.1. It is very close to the straight line passing through ρ–meson and higher resonances on
ρ– trajectory. It is important that effective ρ–trajectory closely follows the nonperturbative
straight line up to rather large values of−t ∼ 2GeV 2, reaches the value αρ(−2 GeV
2) ≈ −1.2
and does not show any indication for moving toward the PQCD prediction. This problem
was also studied in ref. [12], using data on inclusive π0 production in π−p–collisions. In this
case the data exist up to even higher values of (-t) [13]. However the values of (1−x) are not
very small (∼ 0.1) and PQCD contribution can not be excluded [12]. In the exclusive charge
exchange reaction, analyzed above, the values of s ∼ 103 and limits on PQCD contribution
are more stringent (the ratio of couplings to hadrons for PQCD and string–like contributions
is < 10−3).
Thus I came to the conclusion that in the high-energy Regge limit nonperturbative effects
play an important role up to rather large values of (−t).
2 Unitarity effects for hard diffractive processes and
the role of triple-pomeron interactions.
The pomeron pole with ∆ > 0 leads for s ≡W 2 →∞ to a violation of s-channel unitarity. It
is well known that the unitarity is restored if the multi–pomeron exchanges in the t-channel
are taken into account.
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Figure 1: Effective ρ-trajectory and PQCD preiction.
An important role of multi–pomeron exchanges is clearly seen in the hard diffractive
processes. In these processes they lead to a violation of both Regge and QCD factorization.
Diffractive production of jets, W-bosons, heavy quarks and heavy quarkonia was observed by
CDF and D0–collaborations at Tevatron. There are hopes to study Higgs bosons in exclusive
double diffractive production at LHC (see for example [14]).
For diffractive dijet production at Tevatron it was found that calculation of the cross
section, based on the factorized formula with diffractive structure functions from HERA data,
leads to a large discrepancy with the CDF measurements both in the normalization and in
the shape of the observed distribution. This factor of ∼ 10 difference between prediction of
factorization and experiment is naturally accomodated by suppression due to multi–pomeron
exchanges. The Gribov reggeon diagrams technique [15] allows one to calculate contributions
of these exchanges (Regge cuts) to scattering amplitudes. The diagrams with n–pomeron
exchange in the t–channel can be expressed as sums over all possible intermediate diffractive
states in the s–channel. The sum of the elastic rescatterings leads to the eikonal formula.
Inclusion of diffraction dissociation to not large masses leads to a multichannel generalization
of the eikonal approximation. The two-channel model for calculation of suppression (survival
probability) for hard diffractive processes has been used in ref. [16] and lead to a reasonable
description of experimental data on diffractive dijet production at Tevatron.
Diffractive production of large mass states is described in reggeon approach by diagrams
with interactions between pomerons. For hard processes it leads to a new class of multi–
pomeron diagrams, indicated for dijet production on Fig.2. This interaction can happen if the
mass of the hadronic state above the hard part of Fig.2 a) is very large and rapidity intervals
in Fig2 b) y1, y2 ≫ 1. It was pointed out in ref. [16] that this condition is not satisfied for
production of dijets at Tevatron and of Higgs at LHC and they are not essential for calculation
of survival probabilities in these cases (see also discussion in ref. [17]). Investigation of
neutron spectra in photoproduction at HERA‘in the reggeized pion exchange model [18]
also indicates that interactions of pomerons are not very essential in these processes.
However in general at superhigh energies and very large masses of diffractively produced
hadronic states these diagrams can be important. This problem has been emphasized by
J. Bartels et al. [19] in QCD perturbation theory.
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Figure 2: Diagrams with pomeron interactions for hard diffraction.
It may be instructive to consider the problem of influence of pomeron interactions in
a simple and solvable model. For this purpose I shall use the Schwimmer model [20]. It
corresponds to summation of fan type diagrams with triple pomeron interactions. the model
can give reasonable approximation for amplitudes when the size of a projectile is much less
than the size of a target. Diffractive cross section for production of a state of a given mass
M and rapidity gap y (with the value of yM = Y − y fixed; Y=lns/s0) in this model is
known [21, 22] and has the form
dσD
dyM
≡M2
dσD
dM2
= −g1g2
dϕgap(Y ; y)
dy
=
2g1g2∆ǫ e
∆(2Y −yM )
[1 + ǫ (2e∆Y − e∆(Y−yM ) − 1)]2
(1)
with g1, g2 -couplings of the pomeron with particles 1 (small size) and 2 (large size) corre-
spondingly; ǫ = rg2
∆
, where r-is the triple pomeron coupling. Thus in this model the survival
probability is:
S2Sch =
1
[1 + ǫ (2e∆Y − e∆(Y−yM ) − 1)]2
(2)
Contrary to the eikonal model it depends not only on Y , but also on y(yM). As expected,
interactions of pomerons lead to suppression of diffractive cross sections calculated in the
pole approximation.
These results can be generalized to the eikonalized Schwimmer model [22]:
S2 = S2eikS
2
Sch (3)
where
S2eik(Y, yM ; b) = exp [−g1g2(ϕtot(Y ; b)− ϕgap(Y, Y − yM ; b))] . (4)
and
ϕtot(Y ) =
2P (Y )
1 + ǫ[P (Y )− P (0)]
, P (Y ) = exp(∆Y ). (5)
It is important that due to pomeron interactions the value of the eikonal function is
reduced and it does not increase for s → ∞. This leads to a strong increase of survival
probability compared to the pure eikonal approximation. Thus there is an extra decrease of
S2 due to S2Sch term and its increase due to change of S
2
eik. For very large Y the second effect
is more important and inclusion of pomeron interactions leads in this model not to a decrease,
but to an increase of survival probability compared to the pure eikonal approximation.
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Let us note that in any case cross sections of inelastic diffraction are very small for
small impact parameters at very high energies and the main problem is to calculate these
cross sections at large impact parameters (the edge of interaction region). In this region
nonperturbative effects are important and any calculation on PQCD is nor reliable.
Thus it is important to develop a reliable nonperturbative method of calculation in QCD
of absorptive effects in diffractive processes with account of pomeron interactions (including
pomeron loops).
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